A measure of scientific advancement in psychology is the discovery of lawful, predictable behavior. Such discoveries are particularly satisfying when the operation of the underlying mental process that mediates between stimulus and response can be described using mathematical functions. One of the functions that has enjoyed considerable popularity, especially among cognitive psychologists, is the power function ( y ϭ ax Ϫb ). The power function has been shown to provide an excellent description of human behavior in a variety of fields, such as psychophysics (Stevens, 1971) , memory (Wixted & Ebbesen, 1991) , skill learning (Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981) , and judgment and decision making (Stevenson, 1993) . For example, research on human memory has explored the rate at which information is forgotten over time (Ebbinghaus, 1964; Wickens, 1998 ; see Rubin & Wenzel, 1996 , for a review). In a typical experimental setup (Peterson & Peterson, 1959) , listeners are presented a list of items (e.g., nonsense syllables) and afterward are asked to recall them at varying time delays. Recall is good immediately after learning, but drops precipitously thereafter before leveling off to a roughly constant rate. This forgetting curve is often best approximated by a power function (R. B. Anderson & Tweney, 1997; Wixted & Ebbesen, 1997) . Why does the power function provide such a good description of so many seemingly disparate psychological processes? Is its ubiquity evidence of a general property of a subset of cognitive processes (J. R. Anderson & Schooler, 1991) , or could it be due to some artifact (Estes, 1956) ? Concerns of the latter type were recently rekindled in a study on the mathematical form of the forgetting function (R. B. Anderson & Tweney, 1997) . These authors were concerned about the superior data-fitting ability of the power function relative to the exponential function. Simulations showed that occurrence of the artifact depended on data averaging, whether arithmetic, or geometric,
Specifically, they showed that data generated by either function were fit best by a power model when the data of simulated subjects were arithmetically averaged, a phenomenon we refer to throughout the paper as the power law artifact. Geometrically averaging the data sometimes eliminated the artifact, improving the fit of the exponential model relative to the power model.
However, Wixted and Ebbesen (1997) and R. B. Anderson and Tweney (1997) showed that the artifact cannot be due solely to the use of an improper averaging method, because if it were, geometric averaging should always improve the fit of the exponential model. Wixted and Ebbesen (1997) reanalyzed two data sets from a previous study on the form of the forgetting function (Wixted & Ebbesen, 1991) . The type of averaging made very little difference. Not only did the power function fit the arithmetically and geometrically averaged data better than the exponential function, but it did so by virtually the same The power law ( y ϭ ax Ϫb ) has been shown to provide a good description of data collected in a wide range of fields in psychology. R. B. Anderson and Tweney (1997) suggested that the model's data-fitting success may in part be artifactual, caused by a number of factors, one of which is the use of improper data averaging methods. The present paper follows up on their work and explains causes of the power law artifact. A method for studying the geometric relations among responses generated by mathematical models is introduced that shows the artifact is a result of the combined contributions of three factors: arithmetic averaging of data that are generated from a nonlinear model in the presence of individual differences. magnitude using both averaging methods. R. B. Anderson and Tweney (1997 ; Table 3) found a similar outcome when comparing the effects of the two averaging methods using data from five published experiments. Only on occasion did geometric averaging have a nonnegligible effect on fit. Clearly there is more to the artifact than just averaging.
Further simulations by R. B. Anderson and Tweney (1997) identified a few conditions necessary to observe the artifact, but did not pinpoint its cause. For example, when random noise was added to the parameters of exponential forgetting curves of simulated subjects, no power artifact was obtained, with an exponential function providing the best fit to the data 95% of the time. However, adding noise to the data points of the simulated subjects did yield the artifact.
In the present paper, we provide some closure on the preceding work by shedding new light on the power law artifact. A method for studying the geometric relations among mathematical models is introduced that clearly reveals why the artifact occurs. In short, the method, dubbed response surface analysis (RSA; Bates & Watts, 1988) , shows that the artifact is a result of the combined contributions of three factors: arithmetic averaging of data that are generated from a nonlinear model in the presence of individual differences. We begin by briefly illustrating the power law artifact in the context of a forgetting experiment. RSA is then described and ways of avoiding the artifact are discussed.
THE POWER LAW ARTIFACT
For simplicity of illustration, we describe the artifact under the clearest case, using one-parameter models for two data points. (For a more comprehensive treatment with two parameter models with many data points, see R. B. Anderson and Tweney, 1997 .) The power and exponential models are defined, respectively, as
where y is the response probability (e.g., proportion recall), t is the retention interval, and θ (≥0) is the parameter. Note that for t ϭ 0, y is equal to 1 (i.e., perfect recall), regardless of the parameter value. The power law artifact was explored by generating 10 simulated forgetting curves (each with a different parameter value) and then calculating the arithmetic average of these curves. Each "curve" consisted of just two points, corresponding to two different retention intervals (t ϭ 1 and 4). To simulate probabilistic responses in a forgetting experiment, a given curve was constructed by using an exponential or a power function to generate a set of 50 binary values (0 or 1) where the probability of a "1" was equal to the value of y given a particular t and θ value. The proportion of 1s constituted the proportion recalled at the particular t. By this method, 10 "sample" curves were generated, 1 for each of the 10 different parameter values (θ ). 1 The 10 sample curves were arithmetically averaged, and then both exponential and power models were fitted to the averaged curve. Fit was measured using mean squared error (MS e ϭ sqrt[sum of square error/number of observations]). The data-fitting process was repeated 100 times with data generated from the exponential model and 100 times with data generated from the power model. A similar analysis was conducted for data generated by a random model, where the probability, y, was uniformly distributed over the interval [0, 1] for all values of t. The top panel of Table 1 (Arithmetic Averaging) shows the mean MS e and the percentage of time each model provided the best fit to the data. The data-generating models are listed along the rows, with the model being fitted listed in the columns.
The power law artifact is clearly visible in the data in both measures. The power model always fitted data generated by a power function better than the exponential model, with fits being on average four times better (.027 vs .103). The power model also fitted the exponential data best 90% of the time, with fits on average being more than twice as good (.024 vs. .053). The prevalence of the artifact is further revealed when the models are fitted to the arithmetic mean of individual data sets generated from the random model. One might expect that both models would fit random data equally poorly, with each providing the best fit approximately half of the time. What is found instead is the same superiority of the power model. As with the first two data sets, the power model provided a better fit, although the fits of both models are not good, and it did so 99% of the time. In the next section we explain why the power law artifact occurs and why there is no exponential law artifact. Note-Each cell contains the mean square error of estimate (MS e ϭ sqrt(sum of square error/number of observations)) and the percent of time (PT) the fitted model provided a superior fit.
RESPONSE SURFACE ANALYSIS
RSA is a method for studying geometric relations among responses generated by a mathematical model, often used in nonlinear regression (Bates & Watts, 1988) . For a model with p parameters and n observations, the response surface is defined as a p-dimensional surface, formed by all possible response vectors that the model can describe. The response surface is embedded in the ndimensional data space, which is the set of all possible response vectors that could be generated independently of any model. The response surface is a hyperplane for a linear model but may be curved when the model is nonlinear. Many statistical concepts, including those of least squares estimation, have informative geometric interpretations in terms of response surfaces. In particular, the effects of averaging on model fit can be seen quite clearly when averaged and individual data are plotted in the space of response surfaces.
Given two retention intervals, t 1 and t 2 , the response surface is a curve or line in a two-dimensional data space composed of ( y t1 , y t2 ), the values of which are produced by varying the full range of the parameter θ. In essence, a model is represented graphically as a plot (i.e., y t1 vs. y t2 ) in the data space.
To understand how a model is captured in the data space, consider the three forgetting curves of the power model in the left panel of Figure 1 , each of which fits 1 subject's data at Times 1 and 4. Note that the model parameter is different in each case. A response curve is created by plotting the y values at t 1 against the corresponding y values at t 2 for the full range of the parameter. For example, for Subject 1, the y values at t 1 ϭ 1 and t 2 ϭ 4 are 0.47 and 0.17, respectively. These two values are then represented as a single point (0.47, 0.17) on the ( y t1 , y t2 ) plane in the right panel of Figure 1 . Data points corresponding to the other 2 subjects are also indicated. The ( y t1 , y t2 ) points obtained by varying the full range of the parameter form a continuous curve, which is called the response curve of the power model.
The equation that describes this relationship can be derived analytically. To show, first we note
Then, by replacing θ in the bottom equation with the result in the top equation, we obtain (4) which can be rewritten: stead of a parameter and a y value. Each point on the response curve describes the relationship between two y values that are themselves perfectly described by a power function. Thus, each point on the response curve can be thought of as a different power function, in the sense that its parameter value is unique. The response curve itself represents the complete power model; that is, the response curve is a visual description of the model with no error/ noise. Any point that falls on the curve can be perfectly fit by a power function. Fit will decrease as a point (i.e., another function) moves further from the response curve.
The response curve for the exponential model is given by y t2 ϭ y t1 t 2 /t 1 (6) and is plotted in Figure 2 along with the response curve of the power model. Note that for t 1 ϭ 1 and t 2 ϭ 4, the exponential response curve, y t2 = y t1 4 , is more bowed than the power response curve, y t2 = y t1 2.32 , and positioned in a slightly different part of the data space of possible response functions. This relationship between the two models is fixed. It does not depend on the particular choices of t 1 and t 2 and holds for any t 2 > t 1 > 0. The relationship is the key to explaining the power law artifact.
Recall that the power law artifact refers to the observation that not only does the averaging of power data yield a power fit but the averaging of exponential data also yields a power fit. To show why this artifact occurs, examine Figure 2 once again. The 10 filled circles denote the data points for individual subjects whose data are described perfectly by the power model, each with a different value of the parameter (listed in note 1). Similarly, the 10 open circles are data points generated by the exponential model. The arithmetic means of the two data sets are represented by the triangles (filled for the power model and open for the exponential model).
Note that the arithmetic means are not located on their respective response curves. This outcome is not surprising given the fact that an arithmetic mean represents the center of gravity of data points being aggregated. Only with a linear model (a straight response line) will the arithmetic average also fall on the response curve. Because neither the power model nor the exponential model are linear with respect to the parameter, the arithmetic means fall away from the response curves, to different degrees depending on the model.
The location of the arithmetic means in relation to the two curves clearly shows why arithmetic averaging of exponential data yields a power fit instead of an exponential fit. The arithmetic mean for the exponential model, as well as for the power model, is closer to the power response curve than the exponential response curve, which suggests that both arithmetic means should be fitted best by the power model. This is indeed the case. When the exponential arithmetic mean was fitted to the two models, the MS e s were 0.025 and 0.051 for the power and exponential models, respectively. The fits to the power arithmetic mean were 0.029 and 0.104, respectively.
It should be clear from this example that the power law artifact arises in part from the relative positions of the models' response curves and arithmetic averaging. Because the power and exponential response curves are concave inward in the data space, their arithmetic means will always be located in the area to the left of the curves. Because the power response curve is positioned to the left of the exponential response curve, an area in which the arithmetic mean for the exponential model happens to fall, the exponential arithmetic mean will often be fit better by the power model, thereby producing the power law artifact.
The reason the power curve is often closest to the exponential arithmetic mean is that the extent to which the mean departs from the exponential curve depends on the degree of curvature. The more bowed the response curve, the further the mean will be located from that curve. This relationship is evident in Figure 2 . The exponential response curve is more bowed than the power response curve. Consequently, the exponential arithmetic mean is further from the exponential curve than the power arithmetic mean is from the power curve.
In short, the response curve of the power model is situated in data space in such a way that it captures better the arithmetic averaging effects of exponential data than the exponential model itself. Because of its relative location in data space, the arithmetic mean of the power model can never be closer to the exponential curve than to the power curve. Thus their relative positions also explain why an exponential law artifact can never be observed. Furthermore, the positional relationship explains why the power model fitted random data better than the exponential model (Table 1 : Arithmetic Averaging). Random data do not occupy any particular region in Figure 2 , but instead fill up the entire data space evenly. Every point in the two-dimensional space defined by ( y t1 , y t2 ) where 0 ≤ y t1 , y t2 ≤ 1 has an equal chance of being observed. The arithmetic mean of such data will tend to fall near the center of the graph, ( y t1 , y t2 ) ϭ (0.5, 0.5), which is closer to the power curve than the exponential curve. This is why the power model will generally provide the best fit to random data.
These insights into the relationship between the two models and the reasons for the superiority of the power model highlight the usefulness of RSA as a tool for understanding model behavior, not just providing a graphical explanation of the power law artifact.
CONDITIONS FOR OBSERVING THE ARTIFACT
In this section, we briefly discuss the three conditions that are necessary for the artifact to be found: individual differences, arithmetic averaging, and nonlinear models.
The first, which has not been discussed up to this point, is that the artifact depends on there being performance differences among individuals that result in a range of parameters being chosen for the model. If all subject data are fit best using a single parameter so that there is no variability in the data other than sampling error (i.e., one function fits all subject data well), then the arithmetic mean will be located on (or close to) a point on the response curve of the model, with individual subject data varying around this point. The small dots on the exponential curve in Figure 2 depict this situation; they represent subject variation due to sampling error only, which will be canceled out by arithmetic averaging and, therefore, no artifact will be observed. To demonstrate the validity of this claim, we conducted a simple simulation of this situation. 2 An artifact failed to emerge: The power and exponential models fitted their own data best 95% and 99% of the time, respectively.
The necessity of individual differences for observing the artifact explains why R. B. Anderson and Tweney (1997) failed to find one when random noise was added to the model parameters to generate forgetting curves of simulated subjects, even when the data were averaged arithmetically across subjects. It may also account for why the artifact has not always been found in forgetting experiments. For example, when Wixted and Ebbesen (1997) reanalyzed data from a previous study, the type of averaging (arithmetic or geometric) made little difference, probably because there were few or no individual differences in the data. 3 Another necessary condition for the power law artifact, or generally speaking an averaging artifact, is that models under consideration be nonlinear in the sense that the dependent variable ( y) is related nonlinearly to the parameter (θ)-not to the independent variable (x). For example, both the power and exponential models are nonlinear, whereas the linear model, y ϭ 1 Ϫ θt, and the logarithmic model, y ϭ 1 Ϫ θ log(t ϩ 1), are both linear. The reason for this nonlinearity condition is that an artifact due to averaging can occur only with curved response surfaces. The response surface of a nonlinear model is always curved.
However, even with nonlinear models and data that contain individual differences, an averaging artifact may not be found. If the data points on the response curve are relatively linear (i.e., flat), any averaging artifact may be inconsequential. For example, in Figure 2 , the arithmetic mean of the four to six data points at the upper rightmost portion of the exponential response curve will fall very close to the exponential curve.
The above explanation of the power law artifact for the one-parameter and two-observation case can be generalized to multiparameter and multiobservation situations. We do not have analytic proofs for this claim; however, it seems intuitively clear that the same logic and explanation will apply to such cases. For instance, Figure 3 shows the response surfaces obtained for the two-parameter power and exponential models with three data points observed at t ϭ 1, 4, 10:
where θ 1 , θ 2 ≥ 0. Note in the figure that both the power and the exponential response surfaces are curved, and further, that the latter is more curved than the former-the two conditions required for the occurrence of the power law artifact. It is important to note here that curved response surfaces are obtained because of the nonlinear relationship between θ 2 and y in Equation 7 for both the power and exponential models. On the other hand, θ 1 is linear in y for both models and therefore would play no role in producing the power law artifact. Similarly, adding a third parameter θ 3 to both models as an additive intercept would not change the relationship between models.
To summarize, we have shown that the power law artifact can occur whenever arithmetic averaging is employed to aggregate data that are generated from a nonlinear model in the presence of individual differences. These are three necessary ingredients for the artifact. If the model is linear, arithmetic averaging will not produce the artifact, even in the presence of individual differences. Averaging is problematic only when it is used in conjunction with nonlinear models. In such cases, one can avoid artifactual effects by using nonarithmetic averaging. The model under consideration will influence the particular nonarithmetic averaging technique that is used, which is the final topic of the paper. (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 ) ϭ (1,4,10) . The surfaces shown represent partial response surfaces created by varying values of the two parameters over the ranges of 0.8 ≤ 1 ≤ 1.2 and 0 ≤ 2 ≤ 50 for both models.
HOW CAN THE ARTIFACT BE AVOIDED?
There are at least three ways to avoid the artifact. Each is discussed briefly.
Nonarithmetic Averaging
If geometric averaging prevents the power law artifact, then the artifact present in the data in the top panel of Table 1 should disappear when the simulations are rerun using geometric averaging. This is what is shown in the second panel from the top in Table 1 (Geometric Averaging). Although the two models did not fit their own data perfectly (due to sampling error from use of a finite sample size-50), the power model no longer fitted the exponential data well. As should be the case, each model fitted the data best when it was generated by the same model. As should also be the case, the power model fitted geometrically averaged random data better than the exponential model. As noted, this is because of the relative locations of the two response curves in data space (Figure 2) .
Use of geometric averaging on data generated from power and exponential models has the property of being a model-preserving averaging function. That is, the method of averaging is appropriate for the type of nonlinear models being evaluated and thus will not yield spurious results. The general form of the averaging function for one-parameter models is discussed in the Appendix, along with an example of its derivation for the power model. For each of the six two-parameter models used in Wixted and Ebbesen (1991) , which have been put forth as models of forgetting, the corresponding model-preserving averaging function is shown in Table 2 .
Individual Analysis
In individual analysis, a model is fitted to each individual's data separately, instead of fitting data arithmetically or geometrically averaged across individuals. The resulting fits may then be analyzed to assess an overall goodness of fit of each model. For instance, individual fits of a model may be aggregated to produce an overall fit measure, which is then compared with that of another competing model. Alternatively, individual fits of two models may be contrasted to yield the percentage of time in which one model provides a better fit than the other.
In an individual analysis of the simulated data, both power and exponential models were fitted to each of the 10 sample curves separately, and 10 individual MS e s were obtained for each model. This process was repeated 100 times with data generated from each of the modelspower, exponential, and random. Results are shown in Table 1 (Individual Analysis). The outcome is similar to the geometrically averaged data; each model fitted its own data best and the power model provided the better fit to the random data. One obvious difference is that model recovery rates were notably lower-by approximately 20 percentage points.
Stochastic Parameter Approach
This is a statistical method for analyzing data in the presence of individual differences (for technical reviews of the method, see Bryk & Raudenbush, 1987 Cudeck, 1996; Kim, 1998) . The approach assumes that each individual data set is a realization of the common population (i.e., model) but with a different value of the model's parameter, and further, that individual parameter values are random samples of a fixed but unknown probability distribution. In other words, in this approach it is assumed that individual data can be represented as random dots dispersed strictly along the model's response surface. It is in this sense that the approach takes full account of the information provided in the curvature of the response surface. A primary goal of the approach is to estimate the mean and variance structures of the parameter distribution. Fitting stochastic parameter models requires use of statistical software packages such as HLM (Bryk, Raudenbush, & Congdon, 1992) and PROC MIXLIN in the SAS programming language (Vonesh & Chinchilli, 1997 ).
An important difference between the stochastic parameter approach and individual analysis is that the former is a model-based, confirmatory technique whereas the latter is an exploratory technique. In individual analysis, no assumptions are made about whether individuals are from the same population (i.e., model) or whether individual parameter estimates are generated from a single probability distribution. Rather, the best combination of model and parameter value that provides the best fit, whatever that may be, is assumed to be the one that generated the sample data.
A stochastic parameter analysis of the simulated data was conducted as follows. The power model was fitted to the 10 sample curves simultaneously under the assumption that all belong to the model but with different parameter values, and an overall MS e of the model as well as individual parameter estimates is obtained. Similarly, the exponential model was fitted to the same data, and its MS e was obtained. This process was repeated 100 times with data generated from each of the models-power, exponential, and random. Results are shown in Table 1 (Stochastic Parameter Approach). Similar to the geometrically averaged data, the two models, power and exponential, are almost perfectly recovered. Unlike the geometrically averaged and individual analysis data, however, they fit the random data equally well and equally often.
DISCUSSION
The preceding analyses show that the power law artifact arises from a set of co-occurring conditions: the relationship between the models (i.e., their response curves), the type of averaging being used, and the presence of individual differences. If any one of these is not met, the artifact is less likely to be found. Individual differences can be detected by inspecting the individual model fits prior to aggregating the data. Averaging is the only condition that is directly under the researcher's control. To this end, methods for ensuring correct averaging were presented. Of course, their use does not imply that the power model will no longer reign supreme, only that any supremacy will not be due to an artifact of averaging.
The relationship between the models is probably the most difficult condition to evaluate. Response surface analysis provides a method of graphically describing this relationship that clearly reveals why the power model consistently yielded a superior fit. The relative positions of the power model and exponential model in the data space of possible response curves ensures the power model's success. The power model just happens to be positioned in the region of data space where arithmetically averaged exponential data will fall. An artifact will be seen with any model whose response curve falls to the left of the exponential model. For example, the response curve (actually a straight line) of the logarithmic model falls in between the power and exponential response curves, suggesting that a "logarithmic artifact" will be found. Because of its close proximity to the exponential response curve, the magnitude of the artifact will be less than that found with the power model.
Despite many explicit warnings about its potential misleading effects (see, e.g., Ashby, Maddox, & Lee, 1994; Estes, 1956; Melton, 1936; Siegler, 1987; Singh, 1996) , arithmetic averaging across subjects' data is still a common practice among researchers carrying out analyses. Arithmetic averaging can improve statistical inference, but not always. If there exist individual differences (i.e., individual data are samples from the same population but with different values of the parameter), arithmetic averaging across individual data sets is not justified unless the model is linear. When a nonlinear model is tested, arithmetic averaging can create an artifactual effect that has no relation to the underlying process that is being modeled. The power law artifact, in this sense, is an unfortunate example of the misuse of statistics: Linear techniques are used not only for linear models in data analysis but also for nonlinear models in data fitting. 2. The simulation paralleled that used to generate the data in Table 1 , except that for each model the 10 forgetting curves were generated from a single value of the parameter (θ ϭ 0.24 for the power model and θ ϭ 0.11 for the exponential model) rather than 10 parameters.
3. Individual differences are not the only factor that can yield an averaging artifact. Any factor that creates performance variation from different values of the parameter of a model can potentially produce an averaging artifact. For example, R. B. Anderson and Tweney (1997) pointed out and demonstrated (see their Table 3 ) that averaging across trial position could also produce an artifact. This is also true for variation across items.
APPENDIX
This appendix describes the general form of the one-parameter model-preserving averaging function and its derivation for the power model.
The general form of a one-parameter model for individual i (i ϭ 1, . . . , m) may be written as y t,i ϭ f (t, θ i ), (i ϭ 1, . . . , m), where y t,i is the response at time t for individual i and θ i is the parameter value that generates y t,i for that individual. Suppose that there exists a function h such that h Ϫ1 ( y t, i ) ϭ θ i for all t and i. Then it can be shown that the model equation is preserved under the following averaging operation: in the sense that y t,av ϭ f (t,θ arth ), where θ arth is the arithmetic mean of individual θ i s, that is, θ arth ϭ ∑ i θ i / m. For the linear model, the above equation represents arithmetic averaging (i.e., h(x) ϭ h Ϫ1 (x) ϭ x), whereas for the power model or the exponential model, it represents geometric averaging (i.e., h(x) ϭ exp(x) or h Ϫ1 (x) ϭ ln(x)). In Figure 2 , the filled square represents the geometric mean of the power data and the open square denotes the geometric mean of the exponential data. Each square falls on the response curve of the corresponding model, indicating that the geometric mean of individual data points generated from one of the models can be described best by that same model.
It is important to note that there does not exist a single averaging function that preserves all forms of model equations. Instead, the model-preserving averaging function will generally be different for different models.
According to the power model, a forgetting curve at time t for individual i follows the equation 
